This Yizkor Book of Remembrance is lovingly dedicated by Mark Winkler in memory of CHARLES KAPLAN, friend and long-time companion.

RUTH BADER GINSBURG
Remembered by Anonymous

In memory of 200,000+ of our FELLOW AMERICANS, killed by COVID-19 and Donald Trump's incompetence. Remember them on November 3: Vote as if your life depends on it.
Remembered by Anonymous

ANNETTE AARON & IRVING AARON, Marni's parents
ALAN LEVINSONTH, Julie's brother
Remembered by Marni, Julie, Dori & Risa Aarle

In memory of NATE ABELES
Remembered by Stephen Abeles

RAY ABRAHAMS, brother
Remembered by Roselyn Abrahams & Bruce Pandolfini

Beloved mother, ROSALYN ABRAMS
Beloved father, SIDNEY ABRAMS
Beloved father, EDWARD FISHMAN
Beloved stepfather, STANLEY THALL
Remembered always by Dale Abrams & Elliot Fishman

DAVID MUCHNICK
Remembered by D'Arcy Achziger

MOLLY (MALKA) LERNER, Shelli’s beloved bubbe
VELMA ELAINE ALCORN, Narda’s beloved mother
WILLIAM NORMAN ALCORN, Narda’s beloved father
Remembered by Shelli Aderman & Narda Alcorn

MARTIN ALPERT, beloved father
JUDITH ALPERT, beloved mother
RICHARD MARCUS, beloved father
STUART MARCUS, beloved brother
Remembered by Nancy Alpert & Gwen Marcus

Dr. MARK A. BIEBER, beloved partner
ETHEL BIEBER
LESTER BIEBER
Remembered by Bill Amplo
MURIEL COUSINS ALBERTS, most beloved mother, friend, confidant
GEORGE SIDNEY ALBERTS, devoted, loyal father
NINA JANELLE ALBERTS, so much loved niece, tragically lost at age 43, April 13, 2015
NANCY MAZO SCHLOSSBERG, beloved cousin, passed too soon, missed greatly.
NOLI VILLANUEVA, beloved friend/family of choice, passed too soon; missed greatly.
GARY WINSLOW HENKLE, family of choice; passed too soon; terribly missed
   Remembered by Rafaela Shira Anshel

CANTOR ELLIOT DICKER
MARY FINN
JOSEPH HORES
JERALD ROSENBOOM
   Remembered by David M. Asch

JOSEPH ASH
GERTRUDE ASH
EUGENE ASH
DOROTHY GERSZ
   Remembered by Erica Ash

In memory of Rosemary's mother, Jerome's mother-in-law, LEAH SANDACK ASH
In memory of Jerome's father, Rosemary's father-in-law, Mr. WILLIAM SAVINO
   Remembered by Rosemary Ash & Jerome Savino

NATHAN LEWIS EHRlich
MONATUCKER EHRlich
   Remembered by Staci Assael

YOSEF & TZIPORA ASTA, beloved grandparents
MEIR & HANNAH ASTRINSKY, beloved grandparents
DALIA SPIEGEL PINKUS, beloved cousin
SHMUEL RUBINSTEIN, beloved uncle
GIDEON SPIEGEL, beloved uncle
   Remembered by Aviva, Elinor & Assaf Astrinsky

Beloved parents,
RICHARD AUSTIN
CAROLYN AUSTIN
HAROLD R. SONBERG
Beloved grandparents,
ESTHER HOROWITZ JOSKOW & HARRY HOROWITZ
ROSE B. & VICTOR B. MARCH
ROSE & LOUIS OSTROFSKY
ROSE G. & LOUIS A. SONBERG
   Remembered by Andrew D. Austin & Michael R. Sonberg

ANNETTE MILLER
DOROTHY AVERBACK
CARL AVERBACK
BEULAH KEENAN
PHIL KEENAN
VERNON BRUETTE
MIMI WEISBORD
   Remembered by Sheila R. Averback & Katherine Keenan
ROBERT AXELROD
IDA AXELROD
MORRIS RUBINSTEIN
CHARLOTTE RUBINSTEIN
THOMAS AXELROD
MIRIAM AXELROD
SOLOMON YUNGERLEYV
FRANCES YUNGERLEYV
VALERIE PORTER
JUDY LACOFF
  Remembered by Randy Axelrod

PAULINE UNGER
HARRY UNGER
PAUL AXELROD
  Remembered by Rochelle Axelrod

ALINE OAKES, Carley’s mémé (French-Canadian for “grandmother”)
  Remembered by Carley & Tamarah Balazs

STANLEY SCHMIDT
MARION BARON
JERRY BARON
LILY KATZ BARON
WILLIAM BARON
JUDITH BARON LaVALLEE
RALPH BALBER
  Remembered by Jessica & Bob Baron

DAVID M. GOLD, brother
  Remembered by Jude G. Barucha

PEARL MORTMAN
NISIM BASHER
CHARLES DAVID BASHER
  Remembered by Lee Basher

In memory of the GOLDEN BOYS
  Remembered by Lorraine Baysek & Karen Miscuk

STAN BEALS
LORRAINE BEALS
SAM & PEARL DEMBICER
WILLIAM & ROSE BEALS
STAN POGROSZEWSKI Sr.
FRANCES POGROSZEWSKI
MEAGAN WOJTUSIK
VICTOR MARROW
  Remembered by Dean Beals & Stan Pogroszewski
ROSA LIND PLAVE & GEORGE PLAVE, beloved parents
MARIAN FIAL KOFF & SAMUEL FIAL KOFF, beloved parents
ADA ARONOWITZ & FREDA PLAVNICK, beloved aunts
DIANE GOLDBERG & SCOTT GOLDBERG, beloved sister and nephew
CHARLES KAPLAN, dear friend
JOEL ELPHENBEIN & DAVID ALTER, dear friends
YEHUDA BERGER & STAN MOLDOVAN, dear friends and study partners
Remembered by Harriet Beckman & Ruth Plave

ROSE BELL OW
MURRAY BELL OW
GARY BELL OW
SALLY HANDELM AN
SAM HANDELM AN
COURTENAY KETTLESON MARTIN
Remembered by The Bellow-Handelman Family

NAOMI & MEYER BENE ZRA, beloved parents
FRADA KAPLAN-HALEY & TED KAPLAN, cherished sister and brother
HILLIARD GOLDMAN, dear friend
RABBI AARON & PAULINE BENE ZRA, dear grandparents and inspired teachers
LENA & LOUIS BERGER, dear grandparents
SO MANY MORE lost to war, AIDS, COVID-19, anti-Semitism and racist hatred.
May we build a more just world in their memories.
Remembered by Karen Benezra

MITCHEL L BENJAMIN, father
MARION RHODES, mother
WILBUR RHODES, father
BELLA MASLIAH, friend
HENRI MASLIAH, friend
RICHARD POLLAN, friend
JAMES COGGIN, friend
MARY WHITAKER, friend
PAULA ETTELBRICK, friend
JANET WEINBERG, friend
VINCENT LIONTI, friend
Remembered by Adria Benjamin & Laurie Rhodes

A. RICHARD MEITIN
Remembered by Susan Beren

Dr. KARNI W. FRANK During these first High Holy Days without her, we remember Steve's beloved mother, whose towering intellect, quiet humility, and boundless love shaped the course of our lives. Her indomitable spirit and infectious warmth captured the hearts of all whose lives she touched. Her brilliance, determination, and grace guide us now, and always.
Drs. SIEGFRIED & ANNA SPITZ, beloved grandparents
STANTON & HELEN FRANK, beloved grandparents
Dr. MERVIN & CAROL HOROWITZ, beloved grandparents
HARRY & JEAN BERGER, beloved grandparents
Remembered by Adam Berger & Stephen Frank
BARBARA BERLIN
ALICE BERLIN
DOROTHY BROWN
MORTON BERLIN
BERNARD BROWN

Remembered by Andrew Berlin

COLLEEN JOY BERMAN

Remembered by her children Lance & Kelly

Beloved grandparents JEAN & LOUIS BUCKNER
Beloved grandparents ROSE & SAM BERMAN

Remembered by Marla Berman

CONNIE KURTZ
JEANETTE GREEN
MILTON GREEN
ROSE LEVY
AL LEVY

Remembered by Ruthie Berman

RAE FAGELSON BURNETT, beloved mother and grandmother
LESTER BERNSTEIN, beloved father
KARL DUNKEL, beloved father and grandfather
ALICE ROSENTHAL, beloved friend
MARILYN & ARTHUR KLEIN, beloved sister and brother-in-law
LENA & GEORGE FAGELSON & LUCJAN BLIT, beloved grandparents
FAYGELE HERTZLICH, RAIZL DUNKIEL & MENDEL DUNKIEL,
beloved grandparents who perished in the Holocaust
BEATRICE “PESHIE” SILVER, beloved aunt
MARTHA BERNSTEIN FUHRMAN, beloved aunt

Remembered by Leslie Bernstein, Fran Dunkel & Emily

MARILYN BIEBIGHAUSER
HARRY BIEBIGHAUSER

Remembered by Kitra Biebighauser & Bridget Polk

DAVID BLACK, father
RUTH BLACK, mother
JACK LEINER, father

Remembered by Mark Black & Glen Leiner

HARVEY COHEN

Remembered by Andrew & Beryl Blecher

In memory of
MARION BLECHER, dear mother
LOUIS BLECHER, dear father
IRA BLECHER, dear brother

Remembered by Arlene Blecher
SAMUEL BLECHER
ARLINE CHARNAS BLECHER
MAX BLECHER
SARAH SPORN BLECHER
JULIUS CHARNAS
JULIA JUDIS CHARNAS
LEE BLECHER
STEPHEN BLECHER
   Remembered by Barry Blecher

KYLE ADAM BRONSTEIN
   Remembered by The Block & Bronstein Families

SYLVIA BESEN, grandmother
GERTRUDE BLOCK, grandmother
MOE BESEN, grandfather
ARTHUR BLOCK, grandfather
   Remembered by Jonathan Block

HELENE BLOOM, mother
DONALD BLOOM, father
SARAH LEIBOWITZ, grandmother
SAMUEL LEIBOWITZ, grandfather
MIRIAM BLOOM, grandmother
SAMUEL BLOOM, grandfather
   Remembered by Mitchell Bloom

MAYROSE K. BLUMBERG
HAROLD BLUMBERG
   Remembered by Barbara & Howard

BRUCE BLUMBERG
ADELE BLUMBERG
LEONARD BLUMBERG
   Remembered by Erika Blumberg

In memory of BEATRICE & BERT BOXER
In memory of BEATRICE, MURRAY & KENNETH FRIEDWALD
   Remembered by Walter Boxer & Judith Friedwald Myers

RICHARD STUART BRAND
RUTH SOUMOFF KARBAN
PAUL SOUMOFF
   Remembered by Harriet Brand

RUTH BRAND
BONNIE KAPLAN
GERTRUDE ELKIN
HARRY ELKIN
   Remembered by Janet Brand & Marj Elkin

REVA BRAU
ALBERT BRAU
MILDRED CHERUBIN
CHARLES CHERUBIN
   Remembered by Rachel & Michael Brau, Joshua, Seth, & Noah
In memory of NACHUM BRAVERMAN
In memory of ARIELA BRAVERMAN
   Remembered by Tassin, Ari, Ella, Yuval, Gedalia, Sarabeth Braverman & Sarah Earls

STEVEN PECK
   Remembered by Heidi & Cassi Breaux

VICTORIA BREITBART
MORTON BREITBART
   Remembered by Suzette Breitbart

NEAL F. KESSMAN, beloved partner
MAURICE A. BRICKMAN, beloved father
LIBBY L. BRICKMAN, beloved mother
   Remembered by Rabbi Ken Brickman

JOSEPH L. RHODIE
   Remembered by Fredrika Brillembourg & Alexandra Kimball

BARBARA BROMFELD
BRUCE BORSUK
SCOTT ZIMMERMAN
   Remembered by Wendy Bromfeld

ROBERT & RUTH BROWN
   Remembered by Lise Brown

JOANNE & BERT BROWN, beloved parents
BONNIE BROWN, beloved sister
DOROTHY & MAURICE MOSES, grandparents
REBECCA & BENJAMIN BROWN, grandparents
STEVE & CECE BROWN, uncle and aunt
BOB & VERA MOSES, uncle and aunt
CAROLYN GREENBERG, dear cousin
   Remembered by Matthew B. Brown

LUBA BULOFF
JOSEPH BULOFF
DOROTHY KOBAK
HAL KOBAK
   Remembered by Barbara Buloff & Bonnie Kobak

JOSEPH POLLACK Yosef ben Moshe v’Ita, father of Diane (12 Tevet 5765)
MAY POLLACK Matla bat David v’Chaya, mother of Diane (7 Sivan 5758)
LEO SAPON Label, uncle of Diane (12 Tishrei 5742)
BETTY SAPON Rivkah bat Moshe v’Ita, aunt of Diane (29 Tishrei 5754)
BURT RIBNICK Baruch ben Yitzchak v’Chava, father of Judy (10 Elul 5753)
BRUNO KORN Dov ben Pinchas Zeleg Halevi v’Chaya Ita,
   family friend of Judy and Diane (9 Iyyar 5763)
JESSE KORN Chaya Yuta bat Michael David
   family friend of Diane and Judy (28 Cheshvan 5754)
   Remembered by Diane Burhenne & Judy Ribnick

DANIEL SIEGEL
   Remembered by Helene Cantor
Beloved parents JOAN E. CARLIN & ROBERT CARLIN
Dear friends BRYAN KNAPP & BRIAN DIONNE
Stepmother SHIRLEY SCHINE-CARLIN
   Remembered by Howard & Madelyn Carlin

ARLENE & MAX CHATTMAN
AUDREY & SOL LOURIE
   Remembered by H. Richard Chattman & Gwen Lourie

ANNA & MAX CHUSID
HARRY I. CHUSID & PHYLLIS A. CHUSID
BARRY L. CHUSID
DAVID SCOTT CHUSID-MARKS
STANLEY BRESNOFF
   Remembered by Judith F. Chusid with love and beautiful memories

In loving memory of our sister, RAVEN LIDMAN
   Remembered by Holly & Randall Clarke

EDWARD & SHIFRA CLINE
CHARLES & ALICE CLINE
TED & GLORIA GOLD
ELSIE & MOE ROSENBLATT
HEATHER ROSBERG
   Remembered by Perry Cline

HONEY BLACK KAY
MINNA COHEN
AARON COHEN
   Remembered by Barbara E. Cohen

PHYLLIS COHEN
   Remembered by Bruce, Gabe & Ilaria

In loving memory of my parents
HELENE GUTMORE COHEN
ROBERT HERMAN COHEN
   Remembered by loving daughter Ellen Cohen

ARMANDO GALARDO
CHARLES CROMLEY
RUTH PETERSON
   Remembered by Eric Cohen

PEARL STRAHL
GERALDINE KAPLAN
   Remembered by Jared Cohen

HERBERT SEYMOUR COHEN, father
   Remembered by Joel G. Cohen

ALLAN DAVID COHEN (1943-1993)
   Remembered by Jonathan Cohen & Brian Kates

RANDI ROBINSON COHEN
   Remembered by Michael Robinson Cohen
In loving memory of our parents
JUDY MAINWOLD
RAY MAINWOLD
JUNE DELIGDISCH
OTTO DELIGDISCH
   Remembered Tom Cohn & Greg Deligdisch

In Memory of
LARRY ARLEN
IRWIN BERLIN
PAUL CHASIN
HAL BRAMSON
BILL HARRIS
HERB KAPLAN
RUSH SWAYZE
STUART REISS
DAVID ZUCKER
OSCAR COMRAS & BLANCHE COMRAS RIFKIN, beloved father and mother
   Remembered by Donald M. Comras

NAFTAL COOPER
JOEL J. COOPER
   Remembered by Anika Cooper

In memory of my mother, WILMA COOPER, for her endless love, creativity, strength and wisdom
In memory of CRISTINA MOLDOW, dear friend, wise and generous soul, gone much too soon
   Remembered by Elizabeth Cooper

In loving memory of our parents, SYLVIA & DANIEL COOPER
In loving memory of MICHAEL DUENAS
In loving memory of TOO MANY FRIENDS lost through the years;
may their memory be for a blessing, z"l
   Remembered by loving children, Phyllis Cooper & David Cooper

In loving memory of Anne’s
Mother, RUTH
Dad, JERRY
Brother, HENRY
   Remembered by Anne Corey & Connie Knapp

ANTHONY M. CORTESE
   Remembered by Alexa Cortese

VICTOR DAVID COHEN, lovingly, proudly supported, enlivened, and cared for his family & friends with kindness, wisdom, wit, and smart sage advice.
   Remembered by Yuval David & Mark McDermott & Ziva Cohen

IVY ROSENBERG
   Remembered by Andrew Dershaw

EUGENE DIAMOND, father
   Remembered by Mark Diamond
SADIE MALTZ  
FRANK MALTZ  
JOSEPHINE KLEINBAUM  
   Remembered by Mickey Dickenson & Randi A. Sarokoff

MARGARET (PEGGY) TRAUB, beloved spouse  
SIDNEY DICKER, beloved father  
ROSALIND DICKER, beloved mother  
MARVIN TRAUB, beloved father-in-law  
   Remembered by Phyllis Dicker

CHAIM WEINSTOCK, brother-in-law. You left us too soon.  
ISRAEL & HELENA GAFNI, parents of Hanna. We miss you.  
JEANNE & MARTIN DOLGIN, parents of Barbara. We miss you.  
DEBORAH DOLGIN, sister-in-law. You left us too soon.  
BRUCE J. BRUMBERG, dear friend  
ZVI SCHREIBER  
   Remembered by Barbara Dolgin & Hanna Gafni

SHIRLEY & CHARLES MALICK  
GRACE & MORRIS DOLKART  
   Remembered by Maddy & Larry Dolkart

SEYMOUR DOLOBOWSKY & RHODA ELAINE DOLOBOWSKY, beloved parents  
   Remembered by Abbe Dolobowsky

MARIE SEVA DOMI, beloved grandmother  
PETER CHRIST, uncle  
GUS DOMI, uncle  
   Remembered by Tanya L. Domi

Cousin RONNI SILETT  
   Remembered by David Dorfman

BERNARD DORIS  
JEROME LICHTMAN  
VICTOR GOLDSSTEIN  
   Remembered by Frank Doris

JONATHAN DAVID DRINDELL, Barbara’s son  
JEANNE & HENRY BERMAN, Barbara’s parents  
DOROTHY & WILLIAM DRASIN, Sherryl's parents  
BLANCHE KATZ, RUTH WEISBERG, FRANCES BRILL,  
YETTA SILK & LOIE SILK, our aunts  
MARTY CHAIET, JOE SILK & STANLEY SILK, our uncles  
   Remembered by Sherryl Drasin & Barbara Grindell

In memory of Simon’s beloved parents, HERBERT & SYRIL DRATFIELD, on their 2nd yortzeits.  
In memory of Sherri’s beloved uncle HERBERT BRENER, who passed away last year at age 102.  
In memory of Sherri’s parents, CORNELIUS E. & MARJORIE B. FELT  
In memory of Simon’s grandparents, AL & FLORENCE DRATFIELD  
In memory of Simon’s grandparents, MENDEL & ANNA PAUKLER  
In memory of Sherri’s grandmothers, MARY FELT BARRON & MINNIE BRENER  
In memory of Sherri’s aunt, BERTHA LIPPMANN  
   Remembered by Sherri Felt Dratfield & Simon B. Dratfield
BESS NEVELOFF
AARON NEVELOFF
BLUME DUBLER
MARK DUBLER
    Remembered by Nancy & Walter Dubler

IGAL MOLDAVSKY
    Remembered by Kevin Dwarka

DAVID DWORSKY
CORNELIUS & FAYE KAPLAN
ALICE & LEWIS DWORSKY
    Remembered by Sherry & Rachael Dworsky

JOANNE SULTAR
    Remembered by Stephen Dym

FRANCO BISCARDI, friend
KEN SCHECHNER, friend
SHIRLEY MOSKOWITZ, grandmother
MURRAY HERTZ, grandfather
FREDA HERTZ, grandmother
    Remembered by Samuel Eber

HAROLD EDER
    Remembered by his loving family—
    wife Ruth and children Liz, Steven, Debra, Melissa & Nancy

SANDRA ROBERTA SWENOR
DANNY ARONESTY
    Remembered by Jack Eldon

ANNA ELGARTEN
JOE ELGARTEN
SIDNEY ELGARTEN
IRVING ELGARTEN
MOLLIE ELGARTEN
WALTER KESSLER
ROBERT MARTINEZ
ROBERT SCHWARTZ
FLORENCE SCHWARTZ
ADELE ELGARTEN
LAURIE BRICKEL
    Remembered by Martin Elgarten

RABBI DAVID WOLFE-BLANK, z"l
    Remembered by Chaim Eliyahu ben Avraham Avinu v'Sara Imoteynu

ELIYA ELIYAHU
SISI ELIYAHU
NAOMI BANIEL
GILAD ELIYAHU
    Remembered by Ronnie Eliyahu

MAURICE ELIYAHU ELLIA
    Remembered by Salomon Ellia
Dr. RICHARD A. ELLIS
Remembered by Eve Ellis & Annette Niemtzow

ROY ELSNER
ESTHER “ESSIE” ELSNER
LESLIE “LES” LEVITON
ALBERT "AL" LEVITON
RABBI RICHARD “DICK” LEVITON
ROBERT “BOB” FURMAN
Remembered by Elliott Elsner

NAOMI ELSON
HAROLD R. ELSON
FLORENCE STERN
HERBERT STERN
Remembered by Steve Elson & Stuart Stern

NORMAN EMBER
SHEILA EMBER
SUSAN EMBER
Remembered by Max Ember

RUTH BADER GINSBURG
Remembered by Nancy Engelhardt

BONNIE EPPENSTEIN, mother
PHILLIP EPPENSTEIN, father
LAWRENCE GOCH, uncle
RAYMOND GOCH, uncle
ROBERT EPPENSTEIN, grandfather
EVELYN EPPENSTEIN, grandmother
IRVING GEFFEN, great uncle
SIDNEY GOCH, grandfather
MOLLY GOCH, grandmother
MAX BORATSKY, great uncle
ESTHER VARDI, family friend
BARUCH VARDI, family friend
ANDREW RAVITZ LIVINGSTON, friend
GARY TORDAHL, family friend
INGA TORDAHL, family friend
OYSTEIN TORDAHL, family friend
BRIAN K. JONES, friend
ADAM J. GREENBERG, friend
RAPHI WEITZ, a friend who taught me to appreciate all that life offers
Remembered by Robert Eppenstein

In loving memory of father, MATTHEW ETTINGER
Beloved grandparents, ADOLPH & MINNIE LEPZELTER
Remembered by Dan Ettinger

In memory of my dear mother, IRENE FAIRBANKS
Remembered by Allyson Fairbanks
GEORGIA FARBER, beloved mother and grandmother  
ELSIE SHAPIRO, beloved mother and grandmother  
BARTON FARBER, beloved father and grandfather  
NATHAN SHAPIRO, beloved father and grandfather  
WILLIAM J. SHAPIRO, beloved uncle  
BETTY SHAPIRO, beloved aunt  
ROZ HIRSCH, beloved aunt  
LARRY STEVENS, beloved uncle  
ERIC A. SHAPIRO, beloved cousin  
SAM & ANNA BEREZNIAK, beloved grandparents  
JACOB & DORA SHAPIRO, beloved grandparents  
MAX & LUCY, always members of our family  
    Remembered by Sabrina Farber & Ellen Shapiro  

PHILIP FEDERGREEN, beloved father  
TED (Uncle Teddy) MORRIS, uncle and friend  
JAMES B. WIESLER, second father and mentor  
BROTHER LEO (Uncle Bill) HALL, guardian angel  
    Remembered by Randy Federgreen & Larry Wiesler  

TED FEINBERG whose art can be seen in the background  
when I read Torah on Yom Kippur morning  
    Remembered by David Feinberg  

In beloved memory of my mother, CHARLOTTE BISGAIER FEINMAN  
In beloved memory of my father, JACK FEINMAN  
In beloved memory of my aunt, ROSE BISGAIER  
In beloved memory of my uncle, PAUL BISGAIER  
In beloved memory of my aunt, MIRIAM BISGAIER KAGEN  
In beloved memory of my uncle, JOSEPH KAGEN  
    Remembered by Carol Ruth Feinman  

IDA WALE ROSENSWEIG & GEORGE S. WALE, beloved grandparents  
MORRIS & PAULA FEINMAN, beloved grandparents  
BERNARD FEINMAN, loving father  
STEVEN CHARLES FEINMAN, cherished brother  
DAVID AARON FEINMAN, cherished brother  
HELEN & BOB OSTERGAARD, loving parents  
    Remembered by Paul George Feinman & Robert Ostergaard  

ROBERT MYERS, beloved father and grandfather  
    Remembered by Sandra, Nicole, Tover & Miradyn Feist  

MOISH & RUDA SEILER  
SAMUEL & PAULINE SEILER  
    Remembered by Roberta Feldhusen  

MORRIS FELDMAN  
Dr. GUILLERMO RAVELO DUVERGE  
MICHAEL MING FELDMAN  
    Remembered by Lorne Feldman & Jairo Ravelo
MAX FELDT
FLORENCE FELDT
SELM HENDLER FELDT
ROSE HENDLER
SELM HENDLER
ISAAC FELDT
MOLLY FELDT
Remembered by Gloria Feldt

DAVID FERN, my father
LILLIAN FERN, my mother
ETHEL FERN LIPPMAN, my sister
ADOLF SCHNEIDER, my grandpa
IRVING COOPERBERG, my friend
JERRY YAAYOV GLADSTONE, my friend
CICELY BLISS, John's mother
ROBERT BLISS, John's brother
Remembered by William Fern

DONNA TRAVIS McLAUGHLIN
Remembered by Mark Fichandler

KIRSTEN W. KRAA
Remembered by Robert Fink

PEARL & JORDAN FINKELSTEIN, beloved parents
MOLLIE & SAUL FINKELSTEIN, dear grandparents
MINNIE & JACK POGODA, dear grandparents
ELEANOR GROSS, beloved aunt
SHIRLEY FRIEDMAN, beloved aunt
Remembered by Steven L. Finkelstein

FINKLER, BRONSTEIN, FELDMAN, STEARN & OLSHINE FAMILIES
Remembered by Judy Finkler & Bruce Bronstein

ELIE FISCH, father
FANNY FISCH, mother
YVONNE PEKAR, grandmother
MICHELIN CONVERT, sister
PAULETTE PEKAR, aunt
ARMAND PEKAR, uncle
JEAN PEKAR, uncle
Remembered by Katia Fisch

JOSEPH M. FRIEDMAN, father
EDNA L. F. FISCHER, mother
MARK J. F. FISCHER, brother
BEN FISCHER, father
ALEXANDER I. ROSS, friend
FREDERICK ETHAN FRIEDMAN FISCHER, brother
ELAINE CANTOR FISCHER, sister-in-law
RONALD D. WAYNE, brother-in-law
Remembered by Elise L. F. Fischer
BEVERLY ROOT-FISCHER, mother
NORBERT FISCHER, father
JON-ALEC CHERVIN, friend and brother
Rev. DAVID D. PRINCE, mentor and friend
Remembered by Mark Fischer

ALEX, my beloved
Remembered by Rita Fischer

GLADYS & JEROME FISCHER, parents
ETHEL & HARRY FISCHER, grandparents
LENA & SAMUEL DOLITSKY, grandparents
Remembered by Ronald Fischer

DANIEL FISHMAN, of blessed memory, beloved father
CLAIRE FISHMAN, of blessed memory, beloved mother
ELI MARK FISHMAN, of blessed memory, beloved brother
Remembered by Saul Fishman

Holocaust Survivors
STEPHEN ben SCHLOMO HaKohane (DOD 2/13/1967)
RUCHEL TZVIA bat YANKEL HaKohane (DOD 2/13/2005)
Remembered by Pearl Fisk

SONDRA ATLAS FLOHR
SAM ATLAS
ANNA ATLAS
ANNETTE ATLAS
BETTY DECKER
HARRY FLOHR
CELIA FLOHR
ROBERT FLOHR
LESLIE ELLEN CHAIT
DAN LEVINE
Remembered by David G. Flohr

DIEGO PASTOR ESCALANTE
LUIS FRANCISCO RIVERA CAMPO
Remembered by Josef Flores-Ramirez

NATALIE & MANNY FORMAN, beloved parents of Erica
BELLA & MARTIN ABZUG, beloved parents of Liz
JULES PERMUTTER, beloved uncle
ELIZABETH LEVI, dearest friend
Remembered by Erica Forman & Liz Abzug

ANGEL ZALEWSKI
Remembered by Alicia Fowler

FRANCES RINGLESTEIN
Remembered by Jaclyn Fox
HELEN & DAVID LAIKEN  
CELE & CHARLES BRUCKNER  
ABE & NETTIE LERNER  
EVELYN MARTIN & JAMES DINGFELDER  
   Remembered by Steven Frank & Mark Lerner

RITA DURR FREEDMAN  
   Remembered by Allen Freedman & Barbara Freedman

RAYMOND SPIRO  
   Remembered by Barbara Freedman

NORMAN FREEDMAN  
FRANCINE FREEDMAN  
JULIA GOODMAN  
   Remembered by Howard Freedman

SYLVIA & MAX SILVERMAN, beloved parents. Miss you every day.  
   Remembered by Ruth Friedkin

RALPH FRIEDMAN  
   Remembered by Barbara Dee Dee Friedman

ALFRED R. FRIEDMAN, MD  
BARBARA HATTON  
KEN CRO-KEN  
   Remembered by Dan Friedman & Family

JOYCE KLEIN  
ARMANDA SQUADRILLI  
BEAU BOHAN  
HOWARD FRIEDMAN  
FAN/PERRY FRIEDMAN  
GEORGE & ADELE DOBREN  
HAROLD & EVELYN KIRSCHENBAUM  
   Remembered by Deborah Friedman

HENRY FRIEDMAN  
ROSLYN FRIEDMAN  
ALAN E. FISCHER  
our beloved parents  
   Remembered by Ira E. Friedman & Steven Fischer

ARTHUR S. FRIEDMAN  
   Remembered by Joan Friedman

JOHN M. FRIEDMAN Jr  
LILLIAN ZUCKERMAN  
KARL ZUCKERMAN  
JANE FRIEDMAN  
JOHN FRIEDMAN  
BETTER SILVERSTEIN  
HERMAN SILVERSTEIN  
   Remembered by Judith Friedman & Barry Silverstein
JOAN FRIEDMAN
MAURICE FRIEDMAN
MARIA CRISTINA OCAMPO
    Remembered by Laura Friedman & Claudia Rosen

ESTHER FRIEDMAN, beloved mother to Bernice Sanders
BERNICE SANDERS, beloved aunt to Dr. Loretta T. Friedman
    Remembered by Dr. Loretta T. Friedman

JEAN FRIEDMAN, mother
NATHAN FRIEDMAN, father
DANIEL FRIEDMAN, brother
FRIEDA FRIEDMAN, grandmother
BETTY CRAUSMAN, aunt
DOROTHY ROSENBERG, aunt
LILLIAN ROSENBERG, aunt
HELEN MARGOLIS, aunt
SOPHIE OSTROV, aunt
DANIEL LEVINE, friend
    Remembered by Richard Friedman

JACK FRIER
BETTY SILVERMAN FRIER
    Remembered by Barry Frier

MICHAEL GAINES, Big Daddy
SOPHIE GAINES, Kooky Mom
MILES LUDVIGSEN, Artistic Brother
HAL WILLNER, friend brought down by the virus at age 64
    Remembered by Aari Ludvigsen & Barbara Gaines

HARVEY T. GALO NOY
JOAN FINKELMAN
LARRY FINKELMAN
    Remembered by Morry Galonoy & Dennie Yuen

DAVID GANZ, loving father of Eric
SUSAN GANZ, loving sister-in-law of Eric
OLGA LEVIN, loving grandmother of Eric
    Remembered by Eric Ganz & Neil Jacobs

BETTY A. CAPLAN, Howard's mother
MERWIN SACAROB, Howard's father
IRVING J. CAPLAN, Howard's stepfather
AILEEN CAPLAN KESSLER, Howard's stepsister
SAUL I. GASS, Stephen's father
MICHAEL G. GASS, Stephen's brother
    Remembered by Stephen T. Gass & Howard M. Sacarob

JEANETTE REIDMAN GERBER
JEFFREY GERBER
    Remembered by Elizabeth Gerber

In loving memory of my parents, JEAN & JACK GERINGER
    Remembered by Ira Geringer
EDA GERINGER
LEONARD GERINGER
EDNA DUNN
THOMAS DUNN
  Remembered by Kim Geringer & Colin Dunn

In memory of my beloved
Mother, SYLVIA (FRIEDLAND) ROTTENSTEIN
Father, JACK ROTTENSTEIN
Dear friend, CECELIA URBAN
  Remembered by Joy Gershman

IRWIN J. GIBER
  Remembered by David & Brigitte Giber

CHRISTOPHER GLENN
  Remembered by Eliot Glenn

In loving memory of
BERNARD & ALICE GOLAR, parents of Martha
NATHAN WEINSTEIN & GLORIA BASCH WEINSTEIN, parents of Joyce
  Remembered by Martha Golar & Joyce Weinstein

SARA GOLD, beloved wife, mother, grandma and great grandma
SAMUEL GOLD, beloved husband, father, papa and great papa
MERYL MARTEL, beloved mother, nanny, sister, cousin
  They will always be remembered by Elaine Gold, Bonnie Gerard, Royce Cohen, Andrew, Aaron, Danny & Spencer Valitt, Bartley, Lindsay, Brandon, Grant & Sierra Cohen, Larry & Lori Kaplan, Scott & Laura Martel, Nicole & Andy Lehrman

ANNE BELGIN GOLD
BERNICE BELGIN
  Remembered by Lynn Gold

JEAN GOLD
  Remembered by Rebekka Gold

SARAH & WILLIAM GOLDBERG, parents
ZELDA & LEON SCHWARTZ, parents
  Remembered by Fran Goldberg & Harriet Leyden

In loving memory of my dear parents, MARTIN & FRANCES GOLDBERG
  Remembered by Ina Goldberg

RUTH ROTHENBERG, grandmother
STANLEY ROTHENBERG, grandfather
SYLVIA GOLDBERG, grandmother
MELVIN GOLDBERG, grandfather
  Remembered by Lee Jason Goldberg

LEILA AUERBACH ACHENBAUM, beloved mother
IRVIN GOLDBERG, beloved father
ASHER SUSS, fondly remembered cousin
DAVID ALTER, fondly remembered friend
  Remembered by Mark Goldberg & David Lugowski
MELVIN A. GOLDBERG  
NORMA N. GOLDBERG  
   Remembered by Ron Goldberg & Joe Chiplock

PAULA ETTELBRICK, beloved Ma and family and community leader  
SAM & FRAN BERSON, beloved grandparents and great grandparents  
BERNARD & RUTH GOLDBERG, beloved grandparents and great grandparents  
FRANCO GALLUCCI, beloved friend  
BETSY KELLEY, beloved sister and family  
   Remembered by Suzanne Goldberg, Lou Kelley and Adam & Julia Etelbrick

CAROLE GOLDBLATT, beloved mother  
RALPH GOLDBLATT, beloved father  
SHIRLEY MORRIS, beloved grandmother  
HERMAN MORRIS, beloved grandfather  
   Remembered by Norman Goldblatt

SHIRLEY GOLDMAN, loving mother  
DANIEL GOLDMAN, loving father  
   Remembered by Pamela Goldman

SANDRA GOLDSMITH, beloved mother  
MORRIS GOLDSMITH, beloved father  
JUDITH GELLER, beloved cousin  
JEFFREY CHARNICK, beloved cousin  
   Remembered by Joan Goldsmith & Diane Fairbank

ILONA COPEN  
ALFRED GOLDSMITH  
GERTRUDE GOLDSMITH  
FRIEDA ZUCKER  
DEL ZUCKER  
   Remembered by James A. Goldstein

HERBERT & COOKIE GOLDSMITH, beloved parents  
ROBERT & SONDRA DAVIS, beloved parents  
   Remembered by Nathan Goldstein & Mitchell Davis

FREIDA & DEL ZUCKER, beloved grandparents and great-grandparents  
ILONA GOLDSMITH, loving wife, mother and grandmother  
We miss you all –  
   Remembered by Robin, Devin, Isaac & Jim Goldstein

PEARL GOLDSMITH  
MURRAY GOLDSMITH  
FLORENCE ISRAEL  
DORIS HOCHHAUSER SMITH  
SYLVIA GOLDSMITH  
ELLEN DATLOFF  
CHARLES MERGENTIME  
   Remembered by Steve Goldstein
LUCY PODOLSKAYA, Yelena’s mother
EPHRAIM FIMA PODOLSKYI, Yelena’s father
BRONYA GUT, Yelena’s aunt
RITA FREEDMAN, Barbara’s stepmother
In memory of Yelena and Barbara’s beloved friend ARMANDA SQUADDELLI
In memory of Yelena’s beloved friend ANNA KATZ
   Remembered by Yelena Goltsman & Barbara Freedman

In memory of husband and father, SOLOMON GOLUB
You walk beside us every day, always near, still loved and still missed. Go Yankees!
   Remembered by Sharon & Edith Golub

In memory of my life partner, JANE COBAN
   Remembered by Bette P. Goodman

MURA GOODRICH
LEON GOODRICH
   Remembered by Michael Goodrich

SHIRLEY & BERNARD GOULD, dearest parents
   Remembered by Dr. Ira A. Gould

FLORENCE GOLDSTEIN SOLWAY
   Remembered by all her loving Nieces & Nephews

GERRY GRAY
RICHARD GRAY
   Remembered by Donna Gray

Dr. KARNI W. FRANK
Drs. SIEGFRIED & ANNA SPITZ
   Remembered by Ariel, Andy, Izzy, Zoey & Aaron Green

SYLVIA DIANE & AL WEISS, beloved parents
ROSE & MAX GREENBERG, beloved parents
ESSIE SCHACHTER, cousin
RHEA SEAGULL, friend
THÉRÈSE MAHLER, friend
JOSEPHINE KLEINBAUM, friend
   Remembered by Jack Greenberg & Ron Weiss

GARRY J. GREENBERG, father who passed from COVID-19
   Remembered by Kyle & Devyn Greenberg

Dr. & Mrs. ERROL THOMPSON, parents of Karen
Mr. & Mrs. AARON GREENE, parents of Jack
Mr. JOSEPH GREENE
Ms. SARAH CHASE
   Remembered by Karen & Jack Greene

MARILYN & SID GREENSPAN
   Remembered by Loving Grandsons

FLORENCE & ABRAHAM GROSS
   Remembered by Elyse Gross
Dearest grandparents
SADIE & MAX ROTH
CHARLOTTE & GEORGE WERNER
LUCY & GEORGE LEVY
FLORENCE & ABRAHAM GROSS
Parents
JULIE & LEONARD WERNER
HARRIETTE & MEL GROSS
Dearest Friends
TANYA SAUNDERS
GARY COLLINS
STEVEN SCHWARTZ
MICHAEL SCHREIBER
DENNIS BARUCH

Remembered by Laura Gross & Nancy Lerner

PETER A. GROSS

Remembered by Mike Gross, Kate Seaver & Amelia Seaver-Gross

CECILE GROSS
MURRAY GROSS
LAURIE GROSS

Remembered by Patti Gross

SEYMOUR GROUBERT
JUDITH GROUBERT

Remembered by your loving son Keith Groubert

JACK & DORIS GURALNICK, beloved parents
NEIL GURALNICK, beloved brother
LARRY SAIFMAN, dear cousin

Remembered by Steve Guralnick & Daniel Oliva, Jr.

MITCHELL GUTTENPLAN
JACQUELINE GUTTENPLAN
ALAN GUTTENPLAN
ANDREW DAVID KOPKIND

Remembered by Don Guttenplan

PEARL HAENGELE
OTTO HAENGELE
NAOMI HAENGELE

Remembered by Ted Haengel

OLGA ROSSMAN
ETHEL HORNSTEIN
LOUIS BLOCKER
SARAH BLOCKER

Remembered by Rita Halley

ALEX M. HAMBURG
HELEN G. HAMBURG
HENRY E. PROKOP
JEAN F. PROKOP
BELLE R. HAMBURG
EDITH SCHAMES

Remembered by Donald Hamburg & Jan Prokop
YONA HANAN
JOSEPH HANAN
RACHEL YENCHMAN
JOSEPH YENCHMAN
CLARA BOYDER
  Remembered by Nina Hanan & Zeev Dagan

In loving memory of
HILDA & HAROLD LEVINE, beloved parents
JENNIE & HYMAN ROSENTHAL and
LAURA & ABRAHAM LEVINE, adored grandparents
IDA LAX, cherished aunt
DEBORAH A. BATTS, first openly gay federal judge
  Remembered by Roberta Hand

ROSS ALBIN
  Remembered by Stacy Harris & Karen Albin

KAREN LEITMAN
MORRIS HASSENBEIN
  Remembered by Elyse Hassenbein

SHIRLEY & JACK HAUSER, beloved parents
JOSEPHINE & JOSEPH PEREZ, beloved parents
FLORENCE & FRANK JACOBS, beloved aunt and uncle
MILTON KINSTLER, beloved uncle
AUNTIE NELLIE, in celebration of 103 years of life
ALTON JONES, beloved teacher
  Remembered by Philip Hauser & John Perez

My brother, JOSHUA HELLER
My brother, PAUL HELLER
My father, MARTIN HELLER
  Remembered by Jeany Heller

RICHARD ALAN HERRMANN
FRANCES NEVARD
HUGO NEVARD
  Remembered by Marilyn Nevard Herrmann

Parents, WILLIAM HESS & SHIRLEY HESS and HYMAN TIGER & SHIRLEY TIGER
Grandmother, ELSE SIMSON HESS
Grandmother, RENA KLEIN
Cousin, ILSE MARGOT RILETTA
Partner, RABBI JULIE RINGOLD SPITZER
Brother, NEIL TIGER
Grandparents, MORRIS & EVA BEZOZA
Dearest friend, DEBBIE FRIEDMAN
Dearest friend, JAMES CROSS GIBLIN
Dearest friend, RUSSELL FREEDMAN
  Remembered by Diane Hess & Abbe Tiger

BILL JOHNSON
  Remembered by William Hibsher
In loving memory of
SHIRLEY FRIEDSON HOFFMAN, beloved mother
MICHAEL A. INGALL, beloved father
SAMANTHA STACHEL, beloved niece and cousin
SAM MINTZ-STRAUSS, mentor and friend
   Remembered by Neal Hoffman & Andrew Ingall

FRANK ANTONICELLI, father
FRANCES ANTONICELLI, mother
MAXINE ANTONICELLI, sister and friend
STEVEN HOLLANDER, husband
ANNA BERKOW PORGES, mother
FREDERICK PORGES, father
RUTH BERKOW, aunt
JANET DECTENBERG, friend
   Remembered by Judith Hollander, Bonnie Marty, & Michael Hollander

EARL BARRY GREENBERG
JOSEPH M. HOMES
   Remembered by A. M. Homes & Katherine Greenberg

My mother NAOMI HUTTER
   Remembered by Janet Hutter

AARON HYMAN, beloved father of Jerry, who taught me to love my Jewishness.
BETTY HYMAN, beloved mother of Jerry who taught me to love theatre and museums.
EMRIE COHEN, beloved mother of Mark who taught me to love the Arts.
STUART K. BASSBERG, one of the many beloved cousins of Jerry.
I cherished my lifelong relationship with him. He and his sister were my first babysitters.
   Remembered by Jerry E. Hyman & Mark A. Cohen

GREGORY WRIGHT
   Remembered by Robert P. Hyman

MITCHELL INGERMAN, beloved father
DINAH K. INGERMAN, beloved mother
PAULA INGERMAN ZELLER, beloved sister
ANNETTE MILLER, beloved friend,
who had the grace and courage to value each day of her life to the fullest
   Remembered by Susan A. Ingerman & Arlene Siegelman

DAVID & HANNAH ISACOFF
NORMAN & TOBY KALFUS
   Remembered by Stuart & Adrienne Isacoff

In memory of SADIE ISKOWITZ & JACK ISKOWITZ
   Remembered by Stephen Iskowitz

FRANK S. JACOBSON, beloved father
MARION V. JACOBSON, beloved mother
STEVEN D. JACOBSON, beloved brother
DANIEL ISAK KRUMHOLZ, beloved friend
MARTA LINDENHAYN, beloved friend
JAMES HAROLD MOORE, beloved friend
ESTHER ROSENBLOOM, beloved friend
   Remembered by Daniel J. Jacobson
HAROLD JACOBSON
   Remembered by Joyce, Michael, Eric, & David

CONNIE BUCHANAN
   Remembered by Jan Jaffe

SIDNEY JAFFE
   Remembered by Steven Jaffe

NAT JEFFERSON, husband, father, macher, mensch – as he was a man to know, he is a man to remember
JEAN JEFFERSON, friend to those who knew her,
20 years or 20 minutes, beloved by all – especially us!
   Remembered by Mimi Jefferson & Kalav Mistry

WILLIAM S. COHEN
   Remembered by Racy Joseph

In memory of LOUIS A. KAHN
   Remembered by The Kahn Family, Barbara, Deborah & Diana Kahn

HERBERT S. KAHN
ROBERTA J. KAHN
PAMELA KAHN BACA
DORA R. KAHN
MARIE CHURCHILL
STANLEY J. CHURCHILL
CAROLE L. DACBERT
BRYCE B. COLTON
JANET WEINBERG
JANIS MITCHELL
   Remembered by Marcy L. Kahn & Diane M. Churchill

Dearest mother SYLVIA KALISHMAN - I cannot hug you any longer but I feel your love.
   Remembered by Matthew Kalishman

HARRY KANE
TERRY COHEN
GOLDIE COHEN
ABRAHAM COHEN
   Remembered by Deborah Kane

CONNIE RAKOWER, forever in our hearts and minds
   Remembered by Jodie Kane & Eileen Rakower

BILL JOHNSON, STEVE JOHNSON
ESTELLE JOHNSON SILVERMAN
KEN KANRICH, ANDREW KANRICH
DORA & ABE MILLER, DOLLY & LEO JOHNSON
BLANCHE & NAT KANRICH
HERB MILLER & VIC MILLER & MORT MILLER
STEVE MILLER & IRWIN SILVERMAN
ESTELLE & AL AZARIA
   Remembered by Susan Azaria Kanrich
SHELDON R. KANTOR
Remembered by Andrea Kantor & Mindy Alpert

CYRIL KANTOR
Remembered by Andrea Kantor, Marcy Isaacson, Marilyn Kantor & Debra Solomon

SOPHIE KAPLAN
ARNOLD KAPLAN
Remembered by Neil Kaplan

NATHAN KAPLOWITZ
SYLVIA KAPLOWITZ
LEONARD KAPLOWITZ
MICHAEL GAUDREAU
KELLY GAUDREAU
Remembered by Howard Kaplowitz & Robert Gaudreau

MARLA EDELMAN
ELLIOT KAPSTEIN
ELAINE HOROWITZ
JUNE BENTLEY
Remembered by Elizabeth Kapstein & Joshua Bentley

ABE GREEN
HARRIET GREEN
IRVING GREEN
BEN LANEY
UTILDA BISPHAM
BEN KARASICK
JEANETTE KARASICK
BENNY GREEN
HANNAH KARAS
HENRY KARAS
HOMER KARAS
MINNIE KARAS
Remembered by Barry Karas & Bruce Green

YONA & IRVING KARP, loving parents
JOYCE & JACK GOLDSTONE, loving parents
MINNIE & IRVING GUSOFF, loving grandparents
JENNIE & LOUIS GOLDSTONE, loving grandparents
Remembered by Bruce Karp & Stephen Goldstone

RENEE ROSE LEVY
SAMUEL KARPEL
Remembered by Barry Karpel & Alan Levy

HANNAH & HAROLD ROSENBLUM
SYLVIA & KERMIT KARPEL
BILLY GREY
DAN KNOWLER
LEWIS SPUNT
DAVID SIEGAL
Remembered by Kenneth Karpel & Ira Rosenblum
CELIA URAM
BERNARD URAM
  Remembered by Ellyn Uram Kaschak

MELVYN KASLOW, loving husband, father and "Pop"
GEORGE KASLOW, loving husband, son, brother and uncle
  Remembered by Larry Kaslow

DIANE CLEAVER
JEANNE KAUFAX
ALVIN DICKSTEIN
  Remembered by Deborah Kass

PHILIP & NATALIE KASS
  Remembered by Lisa Kass & Family

LEON KASSEL, father
PEARL KASSEL, mother
SADIE GOLDMAN, grandmother
GERRY HEINEMAN, friend
  Remembered by Jeffrey M. Kassel

SEYMOUR ZACHARY KATCHEN
  Remembered by Tricia Katchen Brown & Family

HARVEY A. KATZ
LUCY KATZ
JOSEPH J. KATZ
JOSEPH H. KATZ
ROSALIND MOYERMAN
HARRY MOYERMAN
  Remembered by Joan Katz

DORIS LEE KATZ, dear sweet beloved mother
JEROME LEONARD KATZ, loving beloved father
  Remembered by Patty Katz, Eileen Birns & Harrison Katz, Andrea Katz & Susan Chin

BOB CHRISTENSEN, partner
ROBERT DANIEL KAY, father
URNSULA MIRIAM KAY, mother
  Remembered by Larry Kay

STEWARD JAY PEARCE
  Remembered by Kevin Kellogg, devoted husband

ROSALYN & ALBERT KERSHANBAUM
  Remembered by Marc Kershanbaum

RAYMOND BRENNER
MILDRED WIRTH
  Remembered by Emily J. Kessler

MARVIN KIRSCH
  Remembered by Jack Kirsch
HILDA KIRSHNER & SONNY KIRSHNER
SARAH & ISADORE HARKAVY
MARY & RAY KIRSHNER
Remembered by Your Family

GLORIA KLAPISCH
DAVID KLAPISCH
ROSSLYN GREENBERG
Remembered by Steven Klapisch

ANN KLEIN, beloved mother
LEONARD KLEIN, beloved father
Remembered by Mark Klein

MAX M. & JOSEPHINE L. KLEINBAUM
Remembered by Michele & Paul Kleinbaum

Miss you Mom! JOSEPHINE KLEINBAUM
Remembered by Sara Dena Kleinbaum

HILDA BERMANN, z”l, beloved mother
MORRIS BERMANN, z”l, beloved father
EDDIE & ELAINE TUDIN, Johannesburg
CHANA & LESLIE HERSCH, Johannesburg
MARK BERMANN, Greenville
YANIV WARSHAVSKY, Jerusalem
ARCHIE BERMANN, Charlotte
Remembered by Shari Klugman & Debbi Berman

ROSE KOLODNY, beloved mother
MARTIN KOLODNY, beloved father
MINA DeMUCHA, beloved aunt
Survivors of WWII German concentration camps and the Soviet Gulag,
they built new lives; they were models to us, thought of every day and sorely missed.
Remembered by Steven Kolodny,
Sylvia Kolodny Moses & Family, and Elaine Kolodny Heller & Family

Dr. MARTIN KOPLEWITZ
JUDITH KOPLEWITZ, Ph.D.
Remembered by Laura Koplewitz, Ph.D.

In loving memory of ARLENE DEBRA LITWACK
In memory of DAVID ROSENBLUTH, brother
In loving memory of FLORENCE & ALEXANDER KOPSTEIN, parents
In memory of JENNIE & GEORGE SIRIS, grandparents
In memory of ESTELLE & ADOLPH KOPSTEIN, grandparents
In fond memory of CECLIA URBAN, dear friend
Remembered by Sally Kopstein & Lin Rosenbluth
ALEXANDRE SASSON
LOUISE SASSON
MELIE AMSELLI
WILLIAM AMSELLI
JEAN PIERRE AMSELLI
Grandma DORIS
HILDA DUBIN
A. ALEXANDER DUBIN
MYRNA REICH
BARBARA BROWNELL
    Remembered by Danielle Korn & Linda Vogel

ALLEN I. KORN “PopKorn, Grandpa White”
DORIS KORN “The Redhead, Grandma Red, GG Red”
CHARLES SCHWARTZ, grandpa
BELLA SCHWARTZ, grandma, great grandma
KATHERINE KORN, sister-in-law
Miss you all like crazy!!
    Remembered by Sharon Korn

ANNE SOLOMON
WILLIAM KORSAK
    Remembered by Sam Korsak

ARTHUR KOTICK
SARAH KOTICK
MADELINE KOTICK
    Remembered by Steven Kotick

ALLEN KOPPELMAN, cousin
HYMAN & ANNA GREENBERG, grandparents
JESS & BARRY LOWEN, cousins
DAVID HEYMAN, friend
LILLIAN LOWEN, great aunt
BERT KOPPELMAN, uncle
BARBARA MERANZE, aunt
MARTIN GERALD KRAM, father
JANET G. KRAM, mother
    Remembered by Malcolm Kram & Mark Zwanger

JEAN KRAMER, loving mother
SAMUEL KRAMER, loving father
    Remembered by Howard Kramer

BERTRAM KRAMER
    Remembered by Rachel Kramer

In memory of RICHARD SCHWARTZ, Kevin’s beloved uncle
In memory of GARY KRAUS, 1935-2013, eternal paternal love
In memory of DOLORES STACHOWIAK, 1929-1999, her maternal love is eternal
In memory of MARK STACHOWIAK, 1957-2018, brother and protector
    Remembered by Kevin Kraus & Scott Stachowiak
GLORIA KRIEGER
HERBERT KRIEGER
   Remembered by Beth Krieger

MYRON KROP, beloved dad and papa. The world isn't the same without your hugs in it. JOANNE H. & FREDERICK SIEGMUND, beloved mom and dad, grandma and grandpa—now together again. We miss you.
   Remembered by Karen Krop, Stefanie Siegmund, Daniel & Eli Krop-Siegmund

In memory of my sister, MERI FRANK APFEL
   Remembered by Laurie Frank Krotman

MILTON ROTHSTEIN, father
TEDDY KUCKER, father
PERLA & DAVID COHEN, grandparents
FRIEDA & MARKUS KUCKER, grandparents
ZELDA ARLENE COLEMAN, beloved aunt
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, beloved President
RUTH BADER GINSBURG, revered Woman of Valor
   Remembered by Alix Kucker & Gale Rothstein

In memory of our parents,
JACK ERLICH
THELMA KUDLER
CHARLES KUDLER
In memory of our brother, ROBERT M. KUDLER
   Remembered by Brian & Eddie Erlich Kudler

In loving memory of my beloved husband, IRVING FISHER
and my beloved partner DR. ALVIN WOLF. Miss you sorely.
Thank you for loving me, making me the luckiest man on the planet.
Parents RAM PRAKASH ARORA & KRISHNA ARORA
Parents-in-law LUIS FISHER & SYLVIA FISHER
Brother-in-law MICHAEL FISHER
Brother-in-law DINESH ARORA
Sister MEENAKSHI ARORA
Best friend and birthday mate, JASON MARDER (d. April 13, 2020)
MIRIAM SAIGER (d. June 21, 2020) I will take good care of your George.
MR. SURESH CHAUDHRY (d. August 20, 2020) Thank you for your trust in me.
   Remembered by Vijay Kumar

PATRICK ELLIS
JENNIE NISSIM KUPFERMAN
IRWIN KUPFERMAN
STEVEN KUPFERMAN
LUCY NISSIM
   Remembered by Jack Kupferman

LEONORE GOTTLIEB KURZER
HERBERT KURZER
CLAIRE YASHIN
JACK YASHIN
   Remembered by Judith Kurzer & Allan Yashin
PAULINE S. KWARTLER
IRVING KWARTLER
MARION MORGER
MORRIS MORGER
  Remembered by Michael Kwartler, Elke Solomon & Alexander Kwartler

HENRY LANDMAN
  Remembered by Lisa & Rick Landman

GERALDINE REBH, mother
DOROTHY LANDSBERG, mother
GUNTER LANDSBERG, father
MAX HANCOCK, beloved friend
  Remembered by Alan Landsberg & Robert Beal

IRENE MATTHIES SCHULZE
  Remembered by Douglas Larsen

ELAINE KASPER
ROSE KASPER
ANNETTE & SHELDON LEASE
ABRAHAM & SHIRLEY ALTSTOCK
IRVING & BELLA LEASE
  Remembered by Peter D. Lease

FAYE & EDWARD LEHMAN
  Remembered by their children, Eric & Rayna

MARK SELLER
AMY & SY SINGER
BOB ANZELL
WILLIAM M. LEHRER
BETSY M. LEHRER
  Remembered by Josh Lehrer & Jeffrey Seller

BILL & ELLEN LEIPZIG, parents
EARL & CATHERINE MABLE, parents
GUSSIE GORDON, bube extraordinaire
Dr. ELEANOR Z. WALLACE, mentor
JULIE THIBAULT, aunt
Cousins DIANE HINMAN, BARBARA GORDON, ARLENE MINTZ, JOHN GALLAGHER,
RUTH GOLDEN, DR. RICHARD GORDON, and RABBI REUVEN HAMMER
EDIE WINDSOR, friend and inspiration
  Remembered by Dr. Rosanne Leipzig & Ora Chaikin

DOROTHY LEKANIDES
  Remembered by Susan Lekanides & Lili Bohan

In memory of
JEAN & HAROLD LEONARD
IRVING COOPERBERG
ROBERT COOPER
LAWRENCE SCHNEER
  Remembered by Arthur S. Leonard
MICHAEL NIELS LEPP, son
Remembered by Gerald P. Lepp

LOTTIE LERNER
LEON LERNER
Remembered by Ruby Lerner

DR. RICHARD LEVIN
FLORANCE & BERNARD GARTENLAUB
ESTHER & MAX JOSEPH
SHIRLEY & SAMUEL LEVIN
HINDA & PETER GARTENLAUB
Remembered by Dena Levin & Family

RUTH LEVINE
Remembered by David C. Levine

RUTH M. LEVINE
Remembered by Stephen N. Levine

My beloved parents, FRIEDA LEVITZ & SIDNEY LEVITZ - I miss you every day.
Remembered by Cindy E. Levitz

FRANK LICATA
MICHAEL LAZAR
Remembered by M'ayan Licata & Lainey Harris

STELLA SKURA
SAMUEL SKURA
MOSHE LIFSHITZ
Remembered by Cheryl Skura Lifshitz, Iris Lindenbaum & Ilana Lifshitz

GEORGE J. LINDER
MINNIE GOLDFEIN LINDER
LEE DAVID MOFFETT
STANLEY MOLDOVAN
LOUIS JOACHIM
and too many we have LOST TO THE PLAGUE
Remembered by Scott S. Linder

FRITZ LIPMANN, father of Stephen
ELFREDA HALL LIPMANN, mother of Stephen
RUTH LIMMER, friend of Stephen & Meret
ELEANOR McCORMICK BURLINGTON, friend of Meret
CHARLIE WIGLER, uncle of Meret
GERTRUDE LIPMANN, grandmother of Stephen, perished in the Shoah
Remembered by Stephen Lipmann & Meret Oppenheim

MILTON LIPSITZ
JEANNETTE LIPSITZ
Remembered by Marsha Lipsitz
Beloved father CHARLES S. LIPTON, M.D.
Beloved mother LINDA LIPTON
Beloved grandparents SYLVIA & EMANUEL MUDERICK
Beloved grandparents FAY & BEN LIPTON
Beloved uncle MICHAEL MUDERICK
Beloved uncle ALAN GARBER
   Remembered by Jeffrey F. Lipton

ALEKSANDER KASHTELYAN, beloved husband, father and grandfather.
We love you so much & miss you every day.
   Remembered by Yelena Litvinov, Marina Kashtelyan, Zinayda Bliznyuk

JACK LITWACK
BOBBI LITWACK
   Remembered by Michele Litwack

GENIA KOHN LITWOK
ZYGUNT LITWOK
   Remembered by Evie Litwok

AL KAHANE
   Remembered by Elicia Lowitz & Your Loving Family

In memory of Harvey's father, NATHAN LUBITZ
In memory of Harvey's mother, ROSE N. LUBITZ
In memory of Fariz's father, ZOHARE TELLO
In memory of Fariz's mother, FALAK BAHLAWAN - A lovely soul. May she rest in peace.
In memory of Fariz's partner, KEN WILLET
In memory of my mother's family and friends
so tragically immolated in Krasne (near Minsk), March 19, 1943.
   Remembered by Harvey S. Lubitz & Fariz Tello

In loving memory of RUTH LUBLINER
   Remembered by Alan Lubliner & Maya Nascimento

In memory of FRANCES & WILLIAM BURATT
In memory of SYLVIA & IRWIN LUKIN, Holocaust survivors,
our parents, grandparents to Keri and Dana,
great-grandparents to William, Violet, Hannah and David
   Remembered by Tama & Sy Lukin

BARBARA ADAMS, beloved mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother
   Remembered by Scott & Lindsay Lupi

BEVERLY LUPULOFF
HERBERT LUPULOFF
Honorable FERNANDO SILVA
MARYANNE BARRANCO BYRNE
SAL BARRANCO
   Remembered by Karen Lupuloff & Annella Barranco
ROBERT CHARLES RINKER
SIMON LUTRIN
NINA REVITZ LUTRIN
RORI LUTRIN SCHWARTZ
RALPH M. LUTRIN
SYDNEY REVITZ
BARBARA REVITZ STEINBERG
ANNETTE LUTRIN PARIS
ELLEN SCHEINER
ADDIE HERDER
HARRY W. LUTRIN of Oakland, CA, my Cousin
   Remembered by Harry Lutrin

PAUL & ELLEN LUTZER
   Remembered by David Lutzer

ANNETTE MILLER
   Remembered by Laurie Magid & Jeffrey Miller

CHARLES & SHIRLEY MALICK, our parents
   Remembered by Jack Malick & Maddy Dolkart,
   along with Mother's and Father's grandchildren,
   nieces, nephews, great nieces, great nephews, cousins and friends

LEE J. SCHER. In memory of our dear, beloved Lee,
the one and only "Lee-la"! "We'll always be bosom buddies."
   Remembered by Steven Manashowitz & Corey Breier

LEONARD FISCHER “A Star of the Broadway Theatre Party Business”
   Remembered by Steven Mann

ABRAHAM MARIASCHIN
   Remembered by The Mariaschin Family

In loving memory of
ALBERT ROBBINS
EDITH ROBBINS
RICHARD ROBBINS
   Remembered by Karen, Mark, Jennifer & Melissa Mariaschin

ANN DORFMAN MARK
   Remembered by Jordy Mark, Glen Balos & Pamela Camhe

STANLEY MARK
ROSE & ISIDORE MARK
MAX & DORIS KOPNICK
   Remembered by The Mark Family
ALVIN & ELAINE MARKS, beloved parents - missing your laughter!
I. SIGMUND & DORA MILLER, maternal grandparents
JOSEPH & DOLLY MARKS, paternal grandparents
JACOB "JAY" MARKS, uncle
JEROME & LILLIAN BRAWER, remarkable "second" parents
LOLA MARKS, ultimate hero - died 7/12/12
PATRICK REVERCHON, Brund's 30 year partner, and chef extraordinaire, Lyon, France
BONNIE K. COHEN, taken too soon; soaring with the angels
YEHUDA (HOWARD) BERGER, CBST founder
CLAUDE RUEL, father of CBST staff member Patrice Ruel; Pandemic 2020
SUSANNE “SUSI” PERL, mother of CBST member Marty Perl; elegant and vibrant
  Remembered by Wendy J. Marks

In Memory of
BELLA MASLIAH, mother
HENRI MASLIAH, father
SARINA & JACQUES MASLIAH, grandparents
ELSA & ALEXANDER SCHWARTZ, grandparents
HELEN & ALFRED KRIPS, great aunt & uncle
JACQUELINE & EDOUARD MASLIAH, aunt & uncle
PAULA ETTELBRICK, dear friend & activist
JANET WEINBERG, dear friend & fellow breastie
  Remembered by Noemi E. Masliah

CHARLOTTE MATTES
DAVID MATTES
  Remembered by Bari Mattes

ESTHER FRISCH
ARTHUR FRISCH
REBECCA MAWYER
  Remembered by Brian Mawyer

PHYLLIS GLANZ, my beloved wife. I miss you every minute of every day.
AUBREY & BERTHA MAYES, beloved parents
HARVEY MAYES, my smart and sarcastic brother
SAMUEL GLANZ, sweet, kind, father-in-law
RENEE GLANZ, sister-in-law, died much too young
  Remembered by Sara Mayes

SYLVIA MAYNE
WILLIAM MAYNE
MAX DOCTOR
LUCILLE MAYNE
  Remembered by Ronald Mayne

RUTH MEIRS
  Remembered by The Meirs Family

MOISES MELAMED, beloved father
STEVEN MELAMED, beloved brother
ADELE PASSMAN, beloved mother
  Remembered by Debbie Melamed & Vicki Passman
In loving memory of our family
ABRAHAM MELNICK, father
LLOYD MELNICK, brother
ERNEST & DOROTHY MEYER, parents
KARL E. MEYER, brother
SIDNEY & FRANCES ALEXANDER, surrogate parents
ALEX & GUSSIE GOLDSTEIN, grandparents
LOUIS & ROSE MELNICK, grandparents
  Remembered by Marsha Melnick & Susan Meyer

LLOYD ROSENFELD, husband extraordinaire
HAROLD SARVETNICK
  Remembered by Norma Messing-Rosenfeld

In memory of SUSAN ROKER - may your memory be a blessing
  Remembered by Arlene Metrick

ERIC MEYERHOFF
  Remembered by Harriet, Margot & Mark Meyerhoff

RICHARD B. MIGGINS
  Remembered by Fred Miggins & Sara Miggins

Father and grandfather, EDWARD MILCH
  Remembered by David Milch & Flora Fraga-Milch

In loving memory of my parents, RUTH & EDWARD MILLS
  Remembered by Gary Mills

ROBERT MINDELL & SADIE
  Remembered by Susan Mindell

JACQUELINE MINTZ
  Remembered by Jesse Mintz-Roth

FRANK C. HADDAD, loving father
MARGIE HADDAD, loving mother
  Remembered by Dr. Marilyn Mishaan

JEANETTE LEONA POSEN MITCHNICK PROG
  Remembered by Marla Mitchnick

JOAN BARBARA BRENNER
  Remembered by Amy, Howard, Jack & Aden Mitz

BERNICE HARRIETT SAMBERG MONACO, beloved mother
NUNZIO MONACO, beloved father
SHEILA SUE MONACO ARENA, beloved big sister
ROSA LYN SHAPIO KINDELSON, beloved mother, grandmother and bubbie
ROBERT HUBERT WEBER
  Remembered by Rachael C. Monaco & Jennifer Resnick

STAN MOLDOVAN
  Remembered by Shawn Moore
DAN GARCIA & YULIA KRASHENNAYA
    Remembered by Daniela Morell

ANNIE KAHAN & LOUIS KAHAN, great grandparents, among the first group of 104 Jews to homestead in Devils Lake, North Dakota in 1884
    SARAH EDNA KAHAN SIEGEL, grandmother
    ELEANOR RUTH SEIGEL ELBERSON, mother
    Remembered by Marnie Elberson Mueller

REGINALD MYERS & AGNES MYERS, loving parents
    PAUL MYERS, beloved brother
    PETER MYERS, beloved brother
    Remembered by Michael Myers

JACK NAGEL, grandfather
    ALTHEA GOLDSTEIN, grandmother
    RUTHIE SRIRO, great-aunt
    MIMI RABINOWITZ, great-grandmother
    GAVRIELLA KRASNA, cousin
    Remembered by Jeremy Nagel

DAVOOD NAMDAR
    PARVIN NAMDAR
    JILLA NAMDAR-SIMANI
    FLORENCE TALLMADGE
    Remembered by Isaac Namdar & Andrew Mitchell-Namdar

ROBERT L. NATHAN
    Remembered by Hope Anne Nathan

TAMARA NAWI
    Remembered by Gabriella Nawi

BRENDA “Mother of Pride” HOWARD (Brana bat Sirka U Shmuel Hirsh)
    12/24/1946-6/28/2005 (1 Tevet 5707-21 Sivan 5765)
    In loving memory, her partner Larry Nelson & nibling Ellen

VERA BRADY NELSON-LEVINE
    Remembered by her son Larry Nelson & grandchild Ellen Brambir

MARK BLUM
    Remembered by Mark Nelson

RONALD NEUWIRTH, loving father, grandfather, poet and laughing spirit
    Remembered by Rebecca Neuwirth, Merlin, Milan, & Kartsen Gogolin

CAROLA BURROUGH
    Remembered by Marcia Newfield

OLGA & LEO TYRAS
    HORTIE & ALAN NEWMAN
    Remembered by Ella & Fred Newman

MILDRED B. NEWMAN
    Remembered by Felice Newman
DEVORAH BUXTBAUM
Remembered by Shelly Nudell

My parents, HARRIET & SIDNEY ODWAK
My grandparents, DAVID & CLARA MARGOLIS and
PAULINE & HARRY ODWAK
Linda’s parents, BERNICE & SAUL COHEN
VICTIMS and their families from COVID-19
Remembered by Barbara S. Odwak & Linda Hiesiger

LUCILLE WEINBERG, z”l
MAYNARD WEINBERG, z”l
MOSHE ZAFRANY, z”l
Worldwide VICTIMS of the COVID-19 Pandemic, z”l
Remembered by Lyn, Avi, Etan, & Joshua Ofrane

HELEN OKON
FRED OKON
MATTHEW FRIEDBERG
Remembered by Susan Okon & Jennifer Friedberg

In loving memory of STUART ORELOVE
Remembered by Emma, Sam, Fred Orelove & Irene Carney

JEFFREY CARPLES
Remembered by Richard Orient

RUTH PINQUIST
ALEX PINQUIST
Remembered by Candace Oshinsky

MICHAEL PADILLA
ESTHER & SIDNEY WANERMAN
HANNAH MONK
PAUL GOLDSTEIN
GLORIA IDE
Remembered by Lisa Padilla

EVA MOZES KOR
Remembered by Dylan Marie Parent

PHILIP PASSIN
ELAINE SCHMIDT
Remembered by Gregg Passin & Andy Schmidt

ANNE PAUL & LEO J. PAUL
Remembered by Tina Paul & Arhlene Ayalin

GILDA & SOLOMON PAVLOFF, parents
Marilyn & Bertram Kartzman, parents
GuSsie & Julius Kartzman, grandparents
Rose & Max Scheiner, grandparents
Libby & Joseph Pavloff, grandparents
Jackie & Sol Greene, aunt and uncle
Remembered by Janet Pavloff & Lisa Kartzman
MILTON LIEBER
EMILY KLAMAN LIEBER
   Remembered by Jeanne Pearlman & Donna Garda

BILL FAUST with all my heart in honor of his kind, loving soul. I miss you.
   Remembered by Akiva Penaloza

ROMAN KOLKOWICZ
HELENE MOLSTAD
   Remembered by Lisa Peterson

GLORIA COHEN
MEYER COHEN
MARGOT PETROW
RICHARD PETROW
   Remembered by Maddy & Julie Petrow-Cohen

YETTA FORMAN
JOSEPH B. FORMAN
JULIETTE SERRANO
ANTOINE SERRANO
   Remembered by Susan Pickman & Lucienne Serrano

In memory of my father, BENJAMIN PITTEL
   Remembered by Carolyn Pittel

In loving memory of our parents,
YETTA & BENJAMIN PODGOR and ERNA & STANLEY SEGAL
   Remembered by Ellen Podgor & Cheryl Segal

HARRIETTE & LOUIS COHEN
JULIA & MORRIS PODGORZER
ISADORE GARTEN
RAE BODENSTEIN
   Remembered by Paula & Glen Podhorzer

In memory of our loving parents/grandparents
MARILYN ELLEN FELDMAN STEARN
GILBERT STEARN
   Remembered by Deb Pollack & Family

IRA POLLACK
ESTHER POLLACK
PAUL POLLACK
MICHELLE Le GOFF
MAURICE Le GOFF
   Remembered by Sharon, Corinne, Sophia & Daniel

MILTON PORPER
AUGUSTA PORPER
   Remembered by Julia Porper
ERIKA & LEE POTASINSKI, parents
LEON POTASINSKI, brother
PESSL POTASINSKI, aunt
MILKA & SANDL POTASINSKI, grandparents
GOLDA & SOLOMON ZIMET, grandparents
BASIA RUHEL STEINER, great grandmother
GOLDA & YOCHANAN ZIMET, great grandparents
LOLA & HENRY KRAKOWER, great grandparents
JULIA & ADOLF FISCHLER, great aunt and uncle
DUJIA & HANS SCHILLER, great aunt and uncle
MANIA & LEO GOLDMAN, great aunt and uncle
BERTHA & FRED KENT, beloved great aunt and uncle
GENENDLA & BENJAMIN GUGIG, great aunt and uncle
MINA LEICHEN, great aunt
   Remembered by Yolanda Potasinski, Eli & Shari P. Mertzel

PHYLLIS SLUTSKY
FRED SLUTSKY
LOUIS POTASSH
GERTRUDE POTASSH
IDA POLLACK
BEA LEVEY
PAUL LEVEY
   Remembered by Bruce Pottash & Scott Ferguson

STEPHANIE IRIS PREZANT
PHILIP HORN
   Remembered by Elana, Jeffrey, Jonathan & Jacqueline Prezant

DAVID ALTSCHELER
SHIRLEE PRICEMAN
MURRAY PRICEMAN
   Remembered by Marla & Gerald Priceman

OSCAR RABINOWITZ
FLORENCE RABINOWITZ
   Remembered by Peter A. Rabinowitz

In memory of
NAOMI & PAUL RADLER
MARIANE & WILLIAM FLEISHMAN
JEFFREY FLEISHMAN
HOWARD HARRY GELBERD
   Remembered by Bruce L. Radler DPM & Stewart B. Fleishman MD

ALYNE MODEL
   Remembered by Ruth Randall

GERALD RAPHAEL
MARION MOSTNY
KURT MOSTNY
PAT MOSTNY HEJTMANEK
ANDREA MOSTNY
DORA HUDES
SANDY SARKON
   Remembered by Steven Raphael
DAVID RATNER, darling father “My Dave”
ETHEL RATNER, beloved mother “Loving You Always”
CELESTE PELLERANO, I wish I had known you!
SAUL JAY GLADSTONE, what an uncle, mentor and best friend
CARLOS PELLERANO, one-of-a-kind who welcomed me into the family
with open arms and open heart
  Remembered by Ellen Ratner

HEATH B. STAFFORD & OWEN NICHOLAS RAYNOR, III, beloved parents of Julie
MAUREEN MINTZ ROIN & DAN R. ROIN, beloved parents of Kathleen
  Remembered by Julie Raynor & Kathleen Roin

PHILIP REBENSTOCK, beloved father
EVA & HARRY KERNER, cherished grandparents
ADELE & LOUIS FRANKEL, cherished grandparents
ABRAHAM REBENSTOCK, honored grandfather, perished during the Holocaust, Poland, 1943
  Remembered by Howard Rebenstock & Family

LORENZO VEGA
RUTH B. REIFF
MAXWELL S. REIFF
EMMA GLADSTONE
HARRY GLADSTONE
CLARA N. REIFF
MUSSY REIFF
JOSEPH REIFF
SYLVA DEE MILLINGER
HARVEY MILLINGER
JOSEPH G. REIFF
  Remembered by Lawrence Reiff

ROBERT RICHER
EDITH RICHER
BRUCE FIIGEN
ALLAN MORROW
  Remembered by Cliff Richner

JANET WEINBERG, my beloved spouse
MAY WEINBERG, mother-in-law
ANITA & NAT RICHTER, my parents
MARGOT KARLE, friend and community leader
  Remembered by Rosalyn Richter

LAURENCE A. ROBERTS
ANNE ROBERTS
  Remembered by Bruce & Babette Roberts and Family

SHIRLEY ROGUT
SIDNEY ROGUT
BETTY ROSEN
IRV ROSEN
LOUISE LEVY
  Remembered by Lynn Rogut & Ed Rosen

PEARL SIEGAL
  Remembered by Felicia Rose
ETHEL RICE ROSEN & JOSEPH ROSEN, beloved parents
IDA RICE, beloved bubbe
LENA FRIED ROSEN, beloved grandmother
GRACE P. BURKE
    Remembered by Barbara Rosen & Patricia Martone

ERNIE ROSEN, beloved father
    Remembered by Jenna Rosen

In memory of beloved parents, JUDITH & PAUL ROSEN
    Remembered by Steven Rosen

In loving memory of my mother, DOROTHY SALL ROSENBAUM
In loving memory of my father, HAROLD ROSENBAUM
In loving memory of my aunt, MILDRED ROSENBAUM
May your memories be for a blessing.
    Remembered by Eric Rosenbaum

STEVEN CLEMENT MARSDEN, beloved bashert, righteous activist, pacifist, scholar. Forever grieved; I love you.
BELLE ROSENBAUM, sweet mamale, song of my soul, intuitive, thanks for teaching me love and words.
MAX ROSENBAUM, generous dad, brilliant, questioning, turbulent love.
ALL who die of human made terror.
ALL who die of human distortion of nature.
    Remembered by Rebecca Rosenbaum

MAX ROSENBERG, beloved father, grandfather and great grandfather. Forever in our hearts.
BETTY ROSENBERG, beloved mother, grandmother and great grandmother. Forever in our hearts.
    Remembered by Alan Rosenberg

MARCIA ROSENBLUM
    Remembered by Ilene Rosenblum

BERNARD ROSENFELD, beloved father
ELAINE POSNER ROSENFELD, beloved mother
    Remembered by Carol Rosenfeld, always your loving daughter

MORTON ROSENSTEIN
    Remembered by Stuart Rosenstein

BENJAMIN ZABLOCKI
MARGHERITA FRANKEL
    Remembered by Jonathan Rossman

ALAN ROTHBERGER
    Remembered by Amy Rothberger

MELVIN ROTHSTEIN
JEFFREY GREENBAUM
    Remembered by Joel H. Rothstein

JOE & IRIS SCIALOM—Always on my mind and forever in my heart.
    Remembered by your loving daughter, Colette Roy

In memory of DONALD LORIMER
    Remembered by Marc Rubenstein
JACK RUBENSTEIN, father
BEATRICE RUBENSTEIN, mother
   Remembered by Steven Rubenstein, D.M.D.

B. NORMAN RUBIN & SUSANNE RUBIN
ISAAC & MARY FRIED
JOSEPH & ESTHER RUBIN
   Remembered by Irwin Rubin

CLAUDE RUEL
   Remembered by Patrice Ruel & Family

EWA RYSZ
MICHAL RYSZ
   Remembered by Dr. Lili Rysz

ELAINE SABARRA
ISADORE AL SABARRA
   Remembered by Sue Sabarra

JEAN & SOL SACHER, parents
LILLIAN SACHER & BELLE BERGER, aunts
SYLVIA & IRVING WILSON, parents
HELENE R. SACHER & LIBBY L. HALPRIN, friends
   Remembered by Richard A. Sacher & Stanley H. Wilson

SHELDON SAFERSTEIN
CARL SAFERSTEIN
EVELYN ROSE WEINER LEVIN
   Remembered by Robert J. Saferstein & Family

ROBERT MARK (BOB) DENNETT
SAMUEL SAGER
CLARA & SOLOMON SAGER
REGINA & MEYER SILVERSTEIN
   Remembered by Daniel Sager

In Memory of
STANLEY SALMAN, father
ALVIN SALMAN, uncle
DORA & PHIL SALMAN, grandparents
HELEN & SAM SHELNIS, grandparents
MURAY & BETTY ISAACS, grandparents
PETER ROCKWELL, dear friend
MARK VON HAGEN, dear friend
   Remembered by Jerry Saliman & Ray Vallejo

ROBERT SALTER
   Remembered by Maureen Salter

In memory of HELGA SANDERS, whose resilience and love lights the way for us each day
   Remembered by Johanna Sanders, Peter Sanders & Ida Messana

ETHEL & MAURICE SAPOLNICK
   Remembered by Allan Sapolnick & Mark Kirby
In loving memory of my mom, NANETTE DESFOR on her 20th yortzeit
    Remembered by Robin Schatell

KENNETH S. SCHECHNER, cherished son and brother
    Lovingly remembered by The Schechner Family

SHIFRA SCHECHNER
    Remembered by Miriam & David Schechner

ELLIOIT WOHL
MARIA & DAVID SCHECHTER
VICTORIA & HARRY SEIGERMAN
FRANCES KOMORNER
JEAN & JOSEPH POMERANCE
    Remembered by Marc Schechter & Evan Seigerman

RUTH & ELI SCHINDLEHEIM, parents
MAMIE & LOUIS STERN, grandparents
YETTA & ISRAEL SCHINDLEHEIM, grandparents
KAREN RAND, sister-in-law
CAROL & JERRY SCHINDLEHEIM, aunt and uncle
    Remembered by Joanne Schindelheim & Rosemary O'Brien

STANLEY SCHIOWITZ, father
LILLIAN SCHIOWITZ, mother
JUDITH ANN SCHIOWITZ, sister
    Remembered by Joshua Schiowitz

ANDREW NOAH SCHLOSS
    Remembered by Margot Schloss & Patrick Muncie

MICHELE FORSTEN
    Remembered by Barbara Schroder & Jill Weinstein

REUBEN SEAGULL, beloved father
BETTY SEAGULL, beloved mother
BRIANNA SEAGULL GOLDBERG, infant granddaughter
ALICE SEAGULL, devoted sister
RHEA BOLASNY SEAGULL, former spouse and forever friend
    Remembered by Louis Seagull

HYMAN SEBOLSKY, 1916-2007—
Daddy, you remain forever in the winner’s circle of our hearts.
We think of you and remember you every single day. Your Loving Family.
    Remembered by Paul Sebolsky, Kevin Bogue & Nettie Sebolsky

With longing and in loving memory of
JAY W. SEEMAN
GLADYS & ABRAHAM KAUFMAN
    Remembered by Marsha Seeman

JACLYN SULMAN SEIGEL
    Remembered by Amanda Seigel

NATHAN ABELES
    Remembered by Linda & Howard Seigelman
YITZAK YOSEF SEGURA
YOSEF SEGURA
ESTRELLA AGUADO SEGURA
ROSARIO D'ABRAMO
ELISA FERRO D'ABRAMO
THERESA SEGURA D'ABRAMO
    Remembered by Barb Segura

MAN MOHAN SEKHRI, father
    Remembered by Paul Sekhri

MICHAEL SELTZER
MINNIE SELTZER
LOUIS GROSSMAN
ROSE GROSSMAN
    Remembered by Karen Seltzer & Family

BEBE SHAPIRO
GEORGE SHAPIRO
GERALDINE (GERTZIE) BERGER
SAMUEL BERGER
CURTIS SMITH
ELEANOR SMITH
JOHN LOEB
DENNIS PATRICK DELANEY
PAUL WM. PUTNEY
    Remembered by Abbe G. Shapiro & Jean Smith

ELSIE SHAPIRO
NATHAN SHAPIRO
LARRY STEVENS
ROZ HIRSCH
    Remembered by Janet Shapiro

BARBARA HYMAN SHAPIRO
Dr. PAUL B. SHAPIRO
    Remembered by Joseph A. Shapiro

HAL SHAPOT
    Remembered by Chaye Zuckerman Shapot & Michael Shapot

In memory of GEORGE VINE
CHARLES & RUTH RADER
    Remembered by Judith Share-Vine

In loving memory of Lester Sharlach (1929-2020)
In loving memory of Kenneth F. Williams (1960-1994)
    Remembered by Jeffrey Sharlach
AARON RABINOWITZ, grandfather
CLARA GREENHUT RABINOWITZ, grandmother
RALPH SHEFFER, father
BETTY RABINOWITZ SHEFFER, mother
DOUGLAS SHEFFER, brother
SUSAN MALLOY, aunt
ANNA LYTTON, dear young cousin
EUGENE SHEFFER, uncle
SALLY FRANK, aunt
ALAN RABINOWITZ, uncle
EDWIN MALLOY
HAROLD PRINCE

Remembered by Jonathan Sheffer

STAN SCOTT, cherished husband
ADELEE T. SHENITZ, beloved mother
GEORGE SHENITZ, beloved father

Remembered by Bruce Shenitz

GLORIA & ALVIN SHERMAN, beloved parents
KENNETH L. SHERMAN, dear brother
GERTRUDE BARON, loving grandmother
ROSE SHERMAN
LOTTIE & AL BARON
MILDRED GREENWALD
LEONA LOVELL
JOYCE & LESTER BARON
LEWIS ISAACS
TIM MENCH
BERNARD SHERMAN
GUSSIE & CHARLES ZUM
KATHERINE GRAHAM

Remembered by Jayne B. Sherman & Deby Zum

IRWIN SHIVEK - Miss you daddy all the time.
ABRAHAM SHIVEK
BETTA SHIVEK
SAMUEL ITSKOWITZ
SARAH ITSKOWITZ

Loving you, grandparents

Remembered by Lynn Shivek

JOSEPH SHOLITON, beloved father
ROSE SHOLITON, beloved mother
RABBI MARILYN WERMAN, beloved sister
LITA TALISMAN, beloved sister

Remembered by Robert Sholiton

In memory of my beloved parents, ABE & DOTTIE SHTOB, lifelong fighters for social justice and compassion

Remembered by Terry Shtob

CAROLE M. & HYMAN I. SIEGAL
ANNE & SAMUEL SKLAMBERG
ESTHER & JOSEPH SIEGAL
Dr. MICHAEL A. LANGER
RAPHAEL ELI

Remembered by Dean Siegal
BENJAMIN SIEGEL, beloved father
MOLLA SCHUMER SIEGEL, beloved mother
EVELEYNE MILLER SIEGEL, beloved stepmother
HARRY & ROSE SCHUMER, beloved grandparents
CHERYL SPENCER
NEVA PETROVICH
MICHELE FORSTEN
MAE BARNETT, my theater-sharing aunt
GILDA PAVLOFF – her great smile will be missed
  Remembered by Laurie F. Siegel

ESTHER SCHRAUB
HAROLD SIEGEL
HELEN SIEGEL
  Remembered by Rebecca Siegel

GARY HENKLE
  Remembered by Bryan Silverberg

BARA COLODNE
  Remembered Marc Silverman & John Campbell

CLARA KOENIG
MORRIS KOENIG
ESTER SILVERZWEIG
CHARLES SILVERZWEIG
DAVID KOENIG
ABE SILVERZWEIG
  Remembered by Roslyn & Julius Silverzweig

ABBOTT SIMON
PRISCILLA FRIEND SIMON
THOMAS ELSAESSER
AARON J. SIMON
IRENE SIMON
MORRIS FRIEND
CHARLOTTE FRIEND
OLGA RIPPON
PETER RIPPON
  Remembered by Andrea Simon & Peter Rippon

ALVIN SIMON
HOWARD SIMON
JEFF DAVIDSON
  Remembered by Cindy Simon

JOHN SIMON
  Remembered by Julie Simon

ANNE SIMONOFF
  Remembered by Mark Simonoff

COLLEEN SIMONS
LYNDA MARZIANI
  Remembered by Brian Simons & Andrew Brown
Dr. BENJAMIN SINGERMAN & LIBBY SINGERMAN-FISHMAN, dedicated to social justice
  Remembered by Davida Singer

CAROLE GALLANCY SLEPIAN
JACOB ZEIGER SLEPIAN
  Remembered by Beth Slepian

JANICE ELLNER HARRISON
JACK A. SMITH
  Remembered by Malissa Smith & Isabella Stevenson

LUCIO M. DiCiero, dear partner
ROBERT BARRY COHEN, dear cousin
  Remembered by Scott Smith

In memory of my parents, JUDY & HENRY SYNDER
  Remembered by Ilana Snyder

JON LEVISON
GLORIA SOBIN
EDWARD SOBIN
  Remembered by Carole Sobin & Deborah & Andrew Levison

RIVKA TRENNER
  Remembered by Alison Solomon

LEO SOLOMON
SYLVIA SOLOMON
  Remembered by Charles Solomon

MARGUERITE SOLOMON
LOUIS SOLOMON
MARSHA RUBINO
  Remembered by Eric Solomon Al-Takrouni & Loiy Al-Takrouni

BERDYE & MAX SOLOMON, parents of Linda
ANITA & SOLOMON "Sonny" SIEGEL, parents of Bonnie
MARC JANOVER
Our FRIENDS & FAMILY who died of AIDS and in the Shoah
  Remembered by Linda Solomon & Bonnie Siegel

SIDNEY B. SOLOMON
BENA Z. SOLOMON
  Remembered by Rebecca Solomon

FAY & ARNOLD SOLOWAY, loving parents
MOLLY & MAX SOLOWAY, loving grandparents
BERTHA & LOUIS POLUNSKY, loving grandparents
  Remembered by Merryl, Lewis & Jane Soloway

RABBI IRA & VERA SUD
MIRIAM & BERT SUD
  Remembered by Joan, Sasha, & Ben Soreff

IDA BERKOWITZ
ALFREDO PELLEGRINO
  Remembered by Erica & Valentina Starr Pellegrino
BARRY MICHAEL STARR
   Remembered by Gayle Starr

GAYLA COPLAND STEIN & STANLEY M. STEIN
   Remembered by Sara Stein & Sydney Smith

LEIB & SIMA STOLL, parents. Thank you for teaching me what's important in life.
BERNARD STOLL, brother. I wish I could have known you.
RALPH KAPLAN, cousin and mentor. You taught me to live by Jewish values, be generous & work hard.
BARBARA ERDHEIM, MARILYN BERMAN & ASH MILLS, friends. I miss you more with each passing year.
CBST MEMBERS who had the vision, courage, passion and dream that one day we'd have a “Home of Our Own.”
The GLUE SISTERS & the “BOYS.” Thank you for the wonderful memories; you're always in my heart.
STANLEY MOLDOVAN, friend. The holidays are not the same without you. You are missed.
CONNIE KURTZ, friend. You were one of a kind.
   Remembered by Dvorah Stoll

EUGENE STUART
   Remembered by Scott Stuart

BEATRICE GROSS, loving mother
DOROTHY OKUN, loving aunt
MOLLIE GROSS, loving aunt
   Remembered by Stacy Sussman & Steve Goldschmidt

PAUL & ALBINA SUSZKO
   Remembered by Kevin Suszko

LARRY LEE HURST
   Remembered by Ken Sweet, Kevin Sweet & Carol Hurst

HARRIET IVERS
SKITCH IVERS
WALTER SWIRSKY
MARTHA SWIRSKY
   Remembered by Mark Swirsky & Mitchell Ivers

In loving memory of my dear father, SAMUEL TAUV
   Remembered by Ira Tau

MARINA ROMANI, my mother who died on February 17
and all mothers who died this year with COVID
   Remembered by Elena Taurke

In loving memory of our parents,
DEBORAH TAX
JEREMIAH TAX
BERNICE WIENER
JACK WIENER
FAMILY & FRIENDS
Those Who Have No One to Remember Them
   Remembered by Judy & Nancy Tax-Wiener

In memory of my parents
HILDA S. TEITELBAUM
SAMUEL TEITELBAUM
   Remembered by Brian M. Teitelbaum
SANDY CHACHKES TEMKIN
   Remembered by Barry, Diane, Hannah & Rebecca Temkin

SARAH & SOLOMON BLATT
IDA & ISIDORE GOLDSTEIN
STANLEY & MARION GOLDSTEIN
   Remembered by Diane Goldstein Temkin

ARLENE TERMINE, beloved mother
DOMINICK TERMINE, beloved father
   Remembered by David Termine

JUDITH NOWINSKI PhD, beloved aunt
   Remembered by Ira Tobert & David Levine

ELIA S. TOUEG
   Remembered by Maurice Toueg

NORMAN TREISTMAN
HELENE NUSSBAUM
LUDWIG NUSSBAUM
MOLLY TREISTMAN
ISIDOR TREISTMAN
   Remembered by Joan Treistman

BERNARD TRESTER, father
CHARLES TRESTER, uncle
MILLICENT TRESTER, aunt
MURIEL BECK, aunt
RENEE TRESTER, aunt
HANS DREYFUSS, saba
RACHEL DREYFUSS, safta
   Remembered by Michele Mickie Trester

We remember our parents
ELEANOR HANEN
MORTON TROUM
PAULINA TROUM
ALBERT HANEN
and our most beloved grandparents
   Remembered by Carole TROUM & Suzanne Hanen

RUTH S. TURK
   Remembered by Barbara Turk

SHAYNE TURNER
ESTELLE TURNER
HAROLD TURNER
   Remembered by Jo-Anne Jaymes Turner

MELVIN I. UNGER
JANICE S. UNGER
   Remembered by Susan Unger
In loving memory of my sister JOCELYNE
In loving memory of my father, JEAN-MARC VALLET
In loving memory of my best friend, LINDA BABITS
In loving memory of my childhood friend, EDO, LAHMA KLEHMANN
In loving memory of my spiritual teacher, COLETTE ABOULKER MOUSCAT
In loving memory of PIERRETTE FRANCIS
I keep you close to my heart and my soul.
    Remembered by Pierre Vallet

GEORGE VINE, father
BARBARA VINE, mother
Dr. WALTER GETREUER
ROSEMARY GETREUER
ROBERT GETREUER
    Remembered by Mike Vine & William Getreuer

SYLVIA WACKSTEIN
MILTON WACKSTEIN
PETER STANHOPE
SYLVIA STANHOPE
    Remembered by Nancy Wackstein

HUGH ANDREW MATHIS
RONALD W. RUBINOW
JUDITH ORLEANS WAHLER
KAREL L. WAHLER
    Remembered by William H. Wahler

ALBERT WAHNON, devoted father
LES WAHNON, beloved brother
    Remembered by Shep Wahnon

RITA WALDOR
JEROME WALDOR
JACK WALDOR
ROSE WALDOR
MAX KADEN
GERTRUDE KADEN
    Remembered by Marc Waldor

WILLIAM STEPHEN COHEN
    Remembered by Judy Wall

ROBERT MOODY, beloved husband
JAY WALTERS, beloved father
    Remembered by Lee Walters

In loving memory of our parents ELEANOR PAINTER and SANDY & MORRY WANETIK
In memory of our beloved grandmother and advocate for women way before its time, RAY ALLEN
We will forever hold in our hearts our memories and love for a remarkable nephew, MATTHEW WANETIK
In loving memory of our friends, Ric’s mentors, FRED VOGELO and BERNARD GERSTEN
    Remembered by Ric Wanetik & David Hagans

LAWRENCE F. WASSER
    Remembered by Rachel M. Wasser
SHEPARD WASSERMAN
SELMA WASSERMAN
RON JACOBOWITZ
JACK FEINSTEIN
ESTELLE FEINSTEIN
  Remembered by Fred Wasserman

MICHAEL WASSERMAN
  Remembered by Doris, Jeffrey, Linda, Ray, Karl, Charles & Beth

MARTIN I. WASSERMAN
STEPHANIE METZ
DR. MARVYN & RONA JAFFE
HERBERT & MARCIA FORMAN
KALMET & EDNA JAFFE
SAM & FANNIE WASSERMAN
  Remembered by Scott Wasserman

MEREDITH ALLEN
TODD GODWIN
  Remembered by Cynthia Webb & Carol Saft

LEE WEIDENBAUM
HERBERT WEIDENBAUM
FRIEDA WEIDENBAUM
IRVING WEIDENBAUM
ANNA SAIFER
LOUISE DeLISIO
ANTHONY J. DeLISIO
ERMINA ANGELINA LaCOVA
  Remembered by Allan Weidenbaum & Anthony DeLisio

MAX KLEINBAUM
JOSEPHINE KLEINBAUM
GABRIEL WEINGARTEN
EDITH WEINGARTEN
HARRY APPLEBAUM
RAE APPLEBAUM
NATALIE IMBERMAN
  Remembered by Randi Weingarten & Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum

In loving memory of
ARNOLD WEISMAN
SELMA WEISMAN
  Remembered by Neal Weisman

JULIUS WEISS, father
SARAH ZWIRN-WEISS, mother
  Remembered by Jeffrey Weiss

Mother, MARSHA E. WEISS
Father, HARVEY A. WEISS
Stepmother, CHERIE N. WEISS
  Remembered by Jonathan Weiss & Earl Zaromb
IRIS BECKERMANN
   Remembered by Sheri Weisz

LESTER SHARLACH, beloved father
JACK B. WEITZMAN, beloved father
MARY B. WEITZMAN, beloved mother
   Remembered by Stephen Weitzman

EVELYN & PHILIP WERTMAN
   Remembered by Sheldon Wertman

ZVI WIESEL
   Remembered by Nadav David Wiesel

HARRIET KAHAH WINARD
LOUIS WINARD
   Remembered by Barbara Winard

In loving memory of
BEATRICE WINE
AARON WINE
ERIN MacELHENNY
BERNARD MacELHENNY JR.
   Remembered by David Wine, Michael MacElhenny & Andrea Wine

SAM & BARBARA WITCHEL
EVELYN WITCHEL
PHOEBE KAHAHNOV
   Remembered by Alex Witchel, Gregory Witchel & Monica Witchel

Dr. ALVIN WOLF
JAMES ANTHONY MURPHY
   Remembered by Mark & Lee Murphy Wolf

MIRIAM COHEN
RACHEL bas COHAIN
DORIS VOIGHT
ED VOIGHT
   Remembered by Rachel Wolff & Patricia Voight

PAUL YAGER
SHEILA ALFERT YAGER
   Lovingly remembered by daughter Cindy Yager

MICHAEL YEDID
JULIUS FLEISCHER
RHODA FLEISCHER
ALBERT YEDID
EVETTE YEDID
   Remembered by Dave Yedid

RUTH FINKELSTEIN YAFFEE
HARRY SAMUEL YAFFEE
SAUL FINKELSTEIN
NORBERT REESE
   Remembered by Judith Y. Zaborowski
Father, BENJAMIN ZACK
Grandmother, ANNA ZACK
Grandfather, ISRAEL ZACK
Grandmother, DOROTHY GARRELL
Grandfather, JACK BREVID
Uncle, MELVIN ZACK
MICHAEL JONES
   Remembered by Joel A. Zack

My mother, EVELYN ZALEON who would have joined CBST
and my father, MORTON ZALEON who would have been proud
of my Jewish participation
   Remembered by Janet Zaleon

VIOLA & IRVING ZALKIN, beloved parents
SARAH LENA & MORRIS LEVINE, beloved grandparents
DON PASSER, beloved husband
SAM ULANO, dear friend
RICK UNTERBERG, musician and friend
   Remembered by Michele Zalkin

VIOLA & IRVING ZALKIN, beloved parents
SARA & MORRIS LEVINE, beloved grandparents
STAN MOLDOVAN, dear friend
   Remembered by Saul L. Zalkin & Cedric Walker

CAROL MORMAN GRANDE
GLORIA MATTILA
JOSEPH ZANKEL
WILLIAM MATTILA
HELEN ZANKEL-MATTILA
JACOB MATTILA
   Remembered by Lawrence Zankel & Daniel Mattila

My beloved parents, HORTENSE & HARRY ZEITLIN
My wonderful brother, RICHARD B. ZEITLIN
My beloved partner, JODY ADAMOVICH
   Remembered by Debra J. Zeitlin

We honor ANNETTE MILLER on her 7th Yortzeit
   Remembered by Elise & Perry Zimmerman

JACK & MURIEL ZIMMERMAN
   Remembered by Ivan Zimmerman, Taryn Higashi, Taro Zimmerman

JOAN ZUCKER
LEONARD ZUCKER
   Remembered by Michael Zucker & Caren Zucker

MURRAY ZWEIG
ELEANOR B. GERBER
BERTRAND D. GERBER
   Remembered by Paula Zweig-Cohn & Marilyn Hecker